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Thursday, Sep 27, I could go a couple different routes here. Choice 1 would be lead singer of an 80s hair rock
cover band. We started in Venice, went to Florence, which was amazing, then Rome and Positano. I would say
going back to Italy or somewhere in the Mediterranean. You mention your honeymoon. You also have a
2-year-old son. How has becoming a father changed you as an NFL player? In many ways, having a son
instantly made me gain perspective that you can certainly carry onto the field, into practices and into the
meeting room. But more than anything, just tired. I hit a yarder in overtime to win in Pittsburgh in in
primetime. That was pretty lit. How special is kicking in Pittsburgh? Takes you right back to your other
profession. Lead singer of an 80s hair rock band. What was the kick with the highest stakes? I had an
opportunity later in the game from 39, left hash, toward the open end. But realistically, the highest stakes on
any kick I ever attempted was probably the yarder that we made in the Super Bowl with I want to say three or
four minutes left that put us up by five points and forced San Francisco to drive the length of the field in an
attempt to score a touchdown instead of settling for a 30, 40, yard field goal that would have won the game for
them. Making that kick was one of the most important kicks of my career. It would be hard to pick one thing. I
think that goes for everyone in here. I lay my uniform out in the shape of a man on the floor before every
game, just to make sure everything is there. How much do you think about finishing your career as the best
kicker of all-time?
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The display read Not bad, I thought. I stepped outside, turned on the taillight on my pack and put my
Camelback on. It was ten minutes before five in the morning and I started my run to work. Carrying a light in
one hand to help me with the dark spots, I headed east on Hastings and Farwell to Market. Peone was where I
reached a tranquility point. With no cars around and the moon casting a shadow before me, I turned off my
light and ran in the middle of the road. The cold hugged me. For just a few minutes I was in the most calm and
comfortable state. Eleven miles later it would be a different story. When I got to Bruce Road I slowed to fuel
up. While I walked I ate half of an English muffin with peanut butter and drank half of a Gatorade loaded with
chia seeds. While patiently climbing up Argonne hill I found myself being blinded by the ever-increasing
number of oncoming vehicles and unable to see the debris on the shoulder of the road. After reaching Bigelow
Gulch I jumped to the other side. That worked a lot better for me. Headlights coming from behind helped light
my way and the red light on my back told them of my presence. I drank the rest of the first chia-infused
Gatorade when I got to Upriver Drive and headed west on the homestretch. Okay, a long homestretch. The sun
was beginning to rise so I put my light away. The trail along Upriver Drive is nice but I preferred the level
surface of the roadway so I ran in the bike lane on the shoulder of the road. I only had to get out of the way of
a couple of cyclists. We exchanged, "Good mornings" with each other. Around the mile mark my left arch
started hurting. Can you get a cramp in your arch? I walked a bit and drank half of my second chia
seed-Gatorade mix and then continued at a slower pace. After a mile it went away but I kept it slow just to
make sure. Reaching Mission Park I was now on familiar territory. The usual spring in my step while running
on the Centennial Trail from Mission to downtown was long gone. I arrived at work just in time for work
After showering I went to the coffee shop across the street and order the biggest chai tea with the fattest
milk--they threw in half-n-half--and washed down a cinnamon roll and a banana. The total distance was
Screw that, I was tired. The Bikilas held up well but I have to be honest here. My feet and calves were sore for
the last four miles. A hot tub and a cold beer sounds really good right now. Oh, and ice cream.
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Plot[ edit ] Immediately after the events of the previous film , Chev Chelios Jason Statham lands in the middle
of an intersection after falling out of a helicopter. He is scooped off the street via snow shovel by a group of
Chinese medics and removed from the scene. Chev wakes up in a makeshift hospital and sees doctors
removing his heart while Johnny Vang Art Hsu watches. He wakes up sometime later and escapes. He notices
a yellow battery pack is attached to him. After a gunfight and interrogation of a thug, he learns the location of
Johnny Vang: Miles informs Chev that once the external battery pack runs out, the internal battery will kick in
and he will have 60 minutes before it stops working. While driving Chev crashes his car which destroys his
external battery pack. After getting directions from a driver, Chelios has the driver use his jumper cables on
him. At the club, Chev loses Vang but picks up a hooker named Ria Bai Ling who sends him to a strip club
where Vang is hiding out. In the club, Chev finds Eve Amy Smart , now a stripper It is humorously revealed
that the phone call Chev made to Eve while falling to his supposed death at the end of Crank was completely
incomprehensible due to the wind rushing by, and the farewell he had left on her answering machine was
merely how he imagined it would sound. A group of Mexican mobsters, led by Chico, show up looking for
Chelios. Outside of the strip club, Chev commandeers a police cruiser with Eve and another stripper. At the
horse track Chev begins losing energy again. Another call to Doc Miles informs him that friction will cause
static electricity to power the internal battery. Chev spots Vang and leaves Eve behind. Vang escapes, and
Chev is about to be subdued by security when Don Kim picks Chev up in his limo. While searching for Vang,
Chev boards an ambulance and steals a battery pack for his artificial heart. Chev exits the ambulance upon
seeing Johnny Vang on the street outside and a shootout ensues before Chev subdues Vang. He then learns via
cellphone from Doc Miles that his heart has already been transplanted into Poon Dong who is shown using it
to engage in various acts of revelry and depravity. Johnny Vang is shot and killed by Chico as Chev questions
him, after which Chev is knocked unconscious. Chev has a flashback seeing himself as a young boy, being
interrogated by his mother Geri Halliwell and Luke Cunard Jamie Harris on the Luke Cunard show about his
violent attitude and his already extensive criminal activities. Chev is taken to an island where El Huron awaits.
It is revealed that El Huron is, in fact, the brother of Ricky and Alex Verona, both of whom Chelios killed in
the first film. El Huron is about to kill Chelios when Orlando, Venus and Ria show up, each with their own
group of gunfighters, and a fierce shootout ensues. Venus engages El Huron in a fight before he can kill Chev.
As he starts to slow down, Chev climbs a nearby electric pole and grabs a pair of live wires to recharge. He is
flung off the pole and set on fire by the massive current. He returns fully powered and on fire, just in nick of
time to save Venus, and kills El Huron. Due to a hallucination caused by the electric currents, he sees Ria as
Eve and kisses her, inadvertently setting her on fire as well. Chelios walks towards the camera, giving the
middle finger to the audience.
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Chapter 5 : 'Three score and ten' - the meaning and origin of this phrase
This little volume is presented to you, not as a literary production of great merit, but as indica tive of the thought and
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temperament of a man who has done much to impress his individuality on a past generation.

Chapter 6 : Cogitations of a Crank
You can read Cogitations of a Crank At Three Score Years And Ten by Septimus Winner in our library for absolutely
free. Read various fiction books with us in our e-reader.

Chapter 7 : Shallow Cogitations: October
This is a reproduction of a book published before This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact.

Chapter 8 : Crank: High Voltage - Wikipedia
However, Psalm does make a reference to that period of time, saying, "The days of our years are threescore years and
ten." Since a "score" means 20, "threescore and ten" refers to the number

Chapter 9 : three score and ten - Wiktionary
What's the meaning of the phrase 'Three score and ten'? The span of a life. In the days that this was coined that was
considered to be seventy years. What's the origin of the phrase 'Three score and ten'? Threescore used to be used for
sixty, in the way that we still use a dozen for twelve, and.
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